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To the Commissioners,
The Bylon mine proposal is unnacceptable and must not be granted consent for the
 following reasons:

1) If cumulative impact of mining is taken into consideration ( as it surely must be) the fact
 that the Bylong mine adds to the deleterious effects already experienced by those in
 proximity to the huge Wilkinjong mine and others ie adverse impacts on agricultural land,
 water supplies, critically endangered species, small communities  and Aboriginal culture
 must be of serious concern.

2)  Water will be a huge problem as analysis conducted at the insistence of the Department
 ofPrimary Industries shows that the volume of water proposed by KEPCO to be drawn
 from the alluvial acquifer could exceed its recharge leading to depletion of the
 groundwater source.In addition that Department has expressed concern that in dry
 conditions there may be insufficient water to run the mine and has stated thatsome
 neighbouring bores may run dry as a result. Thus the remaining private landholders may
 lose access to their water supply as well as being, inevitably, socially and economically
 stranded.

3) The Wiradjuri people face further loss of significant cultural heritage as much has
 already been destroyed by the three other mines in the area.The cumulative effect of these
 losses has caused concern with the Department of Heritage and Environment.

4) The Mudgee-Wollar area has been specifically mentioned in the recovery plan for the
 critically endangered Regent Honeyeater and the mine will remove a further 180 hectares
 of breeding and foraging areas critical to the survival of the species.Instead of enhancing
 and protecting the habitat so important to the bird's survival this project will see utter
 destruction of the site, another nail in the coffin of this species.

5) Of huge concern is the plan for heavy mine vehicle traffic to travel through the
  Munghorn Gap Nature Reserve and Wollar village between Bylong and Mudgee which is
 a popular tourist drive. Road conditions are already poor and road safety will definitely be
 threatened  by a massive daily increase of heavy vehicles and daily mine traffic.

It is high time that land uses other than coal mining were considered. The fact that two
 other government departments have expressed concerns should be enough to halt the
 project, but when the human and environmental cost is added this mine must not go
 ahead.!
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